LETTER FROM A FIFA LEGEND

Dear readers of FIFA 1904,

am I to have lived out my dream of playing
football at the highest level all over the world.

My brother used to play football when we
were young, and I was that young sister who

Looking back at my heroes whom I aspired to

always wanted to hang out with my brother

be like, they were all men because we didn’t

and his friends, so that meant I had to play

have any female role models to look up to. So

football too.

the fact that I am now a female FIFA Legend
alongside the male FIFA Legends is already

Every spare moment we had as kids was spent

sending a strong message to the next gener

playing in a football cage imagining that was

ation that no matter your gender, sexuality,

our Wembley, and we used to play for hours

race or beliefs, football really is for everyone.

and hours without any concept of time
because we got lost in the game.

As a FIFA Legend, I know it is my duty to
spread these messages, give back to the game,

My approach to football then, which is how

and encourage young players to play and take

I’ve always been throughout my career, was

out all the positive elements of football.

Alexander Hassenstein / FIFA via Getty Images

always to enjoy every moment. I remember
those moments in the cage which I used to

It’s important for us FIFA Legends to use our

love so much. I remember walking out at my

voice in the right way to help make positive

first World Cup, and also my last game for

changes if and when we can.

England. And I have always, like my hero,
former Arsenal star Ian Wright, played with a
smile on my face. Because I know how lucky

Yours,
Alex Scott
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES

West Africa
In February, temperatures in Guinea-Bissau reach more than 35°C. In such heat, a
break from all activities is needed. But a pause does not mean a rest – and certainly
not among children. This shot was taken on the afternoon of 13 February 2018.
Table football, strong upper arms and just the right amount of sweat in the
half-shade… And although Paul Pogba has recently dyed his hair pink, the children
still look the part with their stylish hairstyles. Photo: Sebastien Bozon / AFP
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES

A footballer with his heart on his sleeve
After a 4-1 victory in a cup match against Sochaux on 6 February 2018, Kylian Mbappé,
the France and Paris Saint-Germain striker, gives his shirt away to a boy.
Photo: Sebastien Bozon / AFP
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EQUALITY AND INCLUSION

INTO
THE
OPEN
Last year, Pascal Erlachner, 37, became the first elite
referee in Switzerland to come out, something that is
still incredibly hard to do in the world of men’s football.
By Alan Schweingruber (text) and Ruben Hollinger (photos)

Back in the here and now
By coming out, referee Pascal
Erlachner finally put an end to an
exhausting double life.
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Isolation Loneliness and despair would eat away at him on long evenings spent at home.

It certainly grabs your attention when you

character, a cyborg assassin with a heart

you also decide to deny your own feel-

see a picture showing a figure as imposing

of gold?

ings. For Pascal Erlachner, it meant a life

as “The Terminator” taking a stand on

with two mobile phones, one for his

something so sensitive. In the image in

And yet a few fundamental questions

nights out in gay bars and trips to foreign

question, he still has the same iconic

always raise their head in discussions such

cities, forever accompanied by the feel-

hairstyle and black leather jacket, as well

as this. For example: why should, in the

ings and thoughts that only he knew

as a machine gun slung casually over his

21st century, a ruling allowing lesbian and

about.

right shoulder – basically exactly how you

gay couples to marry be regarded as

picture him in your mind’s eye whenever

extraordinary? Wouldn’t it be stranger if

But how exactly, and when, do you go

you think of the film franchise – but yet

they weren’t allowed to do so? And: why

about reconciling the inner and outer

there is one big difference in this picture:

are so many homosexual people still

conflicts?

a rainbow filter.

facing so many restrictions in terms of
what they may and may not do?

There was no doubting the message

There’s no handy instruction manual for
coming out. Staying silent only makes you

behind Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Face-

For many years, Pascal Erlachner simply

feel bad, just like lying, and it gets to the

book post in the summer of 2015 – he

did not know what he was allowed to

point that you just want to put everything

was simply throwing his weight behind

do. Being gay was one thing; telling his

straight right away. And then, a leap of

the Supreme Court’s ruling in favour of

friends and family was another. It was a

faith as you reveal everything quickly, in

same-sex marriage across the United

vicious circle. Once you have decided to

the space of a few seconds, maybe with a

States. And what better way was there

keep everything secret and under wraps,

couple of words or in a brief phone call.

for “Arnie” to get his point across than by

then you will always be living a tiresome,

Or even in a text message. “I was 30 years

using an image of his most famous

exhausting double life – unless, of course,

old and I just couldn’t take it anymore,”
FIFA 1904 /
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Pioneer The public coming-out of Erlachner – pictured here at a photo shoot at FC Olten –
is still resonating. There is a long list of text messages on his mobile phone.

OPENLY GAY SPANISH
REFEREE QUITS

says Erlachner when we meet in Zurich.

trapped in its old-fashioned views and

“The sadness and loneliness were simply

unable to move with the times. Clichés?

gnawing away at me.” And then, one

Sometimes it is impossible to get rid of

The coming out of the gay referee Jesús

evening, he fired off an SMS to his par-

them. Look up “cliché” in any dictionary

Tomillero caused quite a stir in 2015, but

ents, who immediately jumped in their car

and you will find definitions such as

the story from Spain took a terribly sad

to come and give him a hug. “It was out

“stereotype” or “entrenched idea”.

turn. Everyone in Spain was aware of his

there. Finally.”

coming out and the response was

An entrenched idea, indeed. And there

largely positive. He gave interviews,

ENDURING STEREOTYPES

went on talk shows and it seemed

That one word – “finally” – would be such

possible that the Andalusian might

a welcome sight for homosexual football-

manage to bring about some accept-

ers in terms of acceptance. Finally, finally!

ance of homosexuality in football.

Finally, gay players and gay referees being

However, after returning to the game

respected and accepted in the world of

the 21-year-old referee received insults

football. At the end of the day, it should

and abuse from a kit man and later from

always be about how good someone is as

supporters shortly after coming out. As

a referee or a player, and not about with

a result, Tomillero decided to quit as a

whom he goes to the theatre or with

referee, unable to take the lack of

whom he may choose to start a family.

respect any more.

Other professions have been fully at ease
with homosexuality for years. If an actor or

are hardly any limits in terms of homopho-

OTHER PROFESSIONS
HAVE BEEN FULLY AT EASE
WITH HOMOSEXUALITY
FOR YEARS. IF AN ACTOR
OR A MUSICIAN COMES
OUT, HARDLY ANYONE
CARES, EXCEPT A FEW
GROUPIES, PERHAPS.

a musician comes out, hardly anyone cares,
except a few groupies, perhaps. And even

bic vernacular either. Some fans and

they soon forget about it when they see

players are happy to use the word “gay”

that the star on stage or in front of the

to make fun of someone or to mock a

camera is still the same person he ever

failure. You can only begin to imagine

was. When Elton John told Rolling Stone

what thoughts go through gay football-

in 1976 that he was also attracted to men,

ers’ minds when they hear such nonsense.

the story was done and dusted in the space
of three days. And that was 42 years ago.

Pascal Erlachner, however, is remarkably
composed when he discusses these

In football, however, there can still be a

things, most likely because he has been so

sense of uneasiness around a person’s

deeply involved in it all for so many, many

sexual orientation. It simply begs the

years. He used to laugh along or make

question – what kind of prejudices are in

such inane comments himself, simply to fit

play here? Obviously thoughts such as: “A

in, but then, as soon as he got home, he

footballer who loves men should not be

would be consumed by his emotions –

on the same pitch as heterosexual players.

anger, rage, despair. “In football, there is

He probably shouldn’t even be in the

an overwhelming fear of rejection. So you

same dressing room as them.” Some-

simply start disguising the real you, hiding

times, it’s almost as if football is still

yourself away from your team-mates.”
FIFA 1904 /
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“Congratulatory
messages, all of them.
Isn’t that great?”
HUNDREDS OF TEXT MESSAGES
Although he came out to his parents and
his friends, it was still a further seven years
before he made it public knowledge just
before Christmas 2017. Newspapers were
the first to carry the story, initially the
Swiss press before the international media
also ran with it. And then there was a onehour special on Swiss TV to which there
was an incredibly positive response. Erlachner reaches for his mobile and shows me
how many text messages he received,
including thumbs-up and beating-heart
emojis. He scrolls gently up his screen
through the long list. “Congratulatory
messages, all of them. Isn’t that great?”
He smiles, takes a sip of his tea and leans
back in his chair. Today, Erlachner lives a
life true to himself. A double life no more.
One cannot help but think about Erlachner
and all that he went through, however,
when you see the trailer to Mario, a
recently released Swiss film that tells the
story of a young footballer who falls for a
team-mate and puts his whole future
career at risk. It bears striking similarities to
Erlachner’s story, and comments on those
tired, old clichés that society needs to
make a thing of the past. Hasta la vista,
baby.

Homosexuality in
football There’s an
overwhelming fear
of rejection, says
Erlachner, who
came out in public
shortly before
Christmas last year.
FIFA 1904 /
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Fatuma The 20-year-old from Somalia discovered her love for football after she moved to the USA.

“FOOTBALL
HAS THE
POWER
TO UNITE
PEOPLE”
Fatuma from Somalia moved to the USA when she
was 14 years old. The organisation “Soccer Without
Borders” helped her integrate on and off the pitch
and in the process she gained a second family.
By Annette Braun (text) and, in Oakland, Eric Kayne (photos)

EQUALITY AND INCLUSION

Fatuma moves with confidence and
determination through the grounds of
Soccer Without Borders in Oakland,
hinting at the fact that the young woman
knows every nook and cranny of the
organisation that wishes to dissolve
societal borders through football. She
cheerfully greets the boys and girls she
meets and gives them a sunny smile.
People here do not just know each other,
they value each other. “We belong
together,” she says proudly.
Fatuma is from Somalia and is 20 years
old. She grew up with her mother and
five brothers and sisters in a refugee
camp in Kenya that has little in common
with the city in the sunny state of California, which she has called home for six
years now. “Life was hard but I didn’t
notice it at the time, as I didn’t have to
worry about anything,” she says about
that time. Her family spent 23 years in the
camp; Fatuma spent the first 14 years of
her life there. Football only played a small
role in her life there. “I played every now
and then with my brothers. But that was
about it.”
Things look very different now, as Fatuma
walks across the training grounds of
Soccer Without Borders. Football has
become a big part of her life. “I am
convinced that football has the power to
unite people from around the world. You
don’t have to speak the same language to
communicate with or understand one
another in football.”

“FOOTBALL, WHY NOT?”
Fatuma learnt to love football. When she
moved to the USA in 2012, it became her
main hobby and since then she has followed it passionately. She supports Real
Madrid and does not miss a single match,
fervently following every match from start
to finish. And, one day, while she was
sitting on the sofa her eyes glued to the

screen, watching her favourite team, she

But she was not sure about her football

gave up or got annoyed because we knew

asked her mother if she might play foot-

skills. “I told Ben that I wasn’t very good.

that we would learn from our mistakes

ball herself. She wanted to at least try to

But he replied that that wasn’t the point.

and come back stronger.”

copy Real’s brilliant moves on the pitch.

The point was to have fun playing football

Her mother replied, “Why not? Play and

in the community,” says Fatuma. “That’s

The shy little girl has turned into a confi-

enjoy it.”

when I knew: football is for me!”

dent young woman who successfully

But then Fatuma was too shy; she had left

Fatuma met girls her own age at Soccer

programme. The focus was of course on

all her friends behind in the camp in

Without Borders. They came from differ-

football, which was intended to make

Kenya. And she did not speak the lan-

ent countries and had their own stories.

integration easier. But the organisation

guage yet. It made her nervous, both at

They all spoke different languages and

also helped her to learn the new language

school and on the pitch. Still, her reticence

had different cultural backgrounds and

and culture and provided after-school

did not last long. Through football she

religions. What they had in common was

help. The alumni, almost half of whom are

developed her personality and she learned

that they were immigrants and they

female, were expected to grow not just as

not just for herself but for the team.

wanted to play football.

athletes but also as people.

Her trainer at the time was Ben Gucciardi,

GROWING AS AN ATHLETE AND A
PERSON

The results are promising: 95% of partici-

the founder of Soccer Without Borders.
“Do you want to be the first Somali who

The girls grew up together and came up

did too). She has finished high school and

works here?” he asked her. “What could I

with their own mantra. “Regardless of

is now attending college. Her dream is to

do but nod?” says Fatuma with a wink.

how often we lost or failed, we never

become a nurse and help people. She also

followed the Soccer Without Borders

pants graduate from high school (Fatuma

More than just a football team Those on the Soccer Without Borders programme also stick together off the pitch.
FIFA 1904 /
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New frontiers Many of the girls and young women have never practised a sport before.

plans to continue contributing to Soccer

the training ground. She says, “the

companion that drives, motivates and

Without Borders. “The organisation

football team is much more than just a

makes her happy: football. Thanks to

creates something extraordinary. I am so

team to me. I think of it as my family.

football, she can say she has found her

grateful for what it has given me and I

I don’t just have one but two families

feet in Oakland, USA.

want to give something back.”

now.” She collects the balls, hugs the
girls who have just finished training and

Fatuma now helps coach the U-12 and

heads towards the changing rooms. And

U-14 girls; she also offers to go and pick

there it is again, that unique smile that

them up from home and drive them to

shows that Fatuma has found a loyal

FOOTBALL FOR CHANGE
Soccer Without Borders harnesses football’s power to nurture young people with the help of trainers
and mentors and integrate them in a safe, supportive team community
The American non-profit organisation Soccer Without Borders uses football as a way to bring about positive
change and provides tools for disadvantaged young people to help them overcome the obstacles they face as they
grow up, including integration and personal development. The focus is on fostering values such as dialogue, understanding and friendship. The aim is to meet the most pressing needs of young people around the world while
taking into account their individuality.
Since it was founded in 2006, Soccer Without Borders has set up 12 programmes that are operating in five cities in
the USA, as well as in Nicaragua and Uganda. Last year Soccer Without Borders won the FIFA Diversity Award,
which recognises the efforts of an extraordinary organisation, group initiative or person to fight marginalisation
and discrimination and promote diversity and anti-discrimination in football.

FIFA 1904 /
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RUSSIA:
OPEN TO ALL
“Inclusivity refers to the integration of all

discriminatory behaviour. If that is ineffect

around the corner. It brings with it not just

interested parties, regardless of colour of

ive, referees have the power to stop the

debates around the world about stadiums,

skin, ethnic, national or social origin,

game again for a further announcement

stars and sporting strengths, but at times

gender, disability, language, religion,

and to abandon the match if necessary.

international media articles about the

political or other beliefs, means, birth or

tournament also raise question marks in

other status, sexual orientation or any

Alongside a number of security measures

respect of anti-discrimination.

other reason.”

that include pre-match checks on fan

Yet if you put facts about the steps that

stadium, the removal of discriminatory

have already been taken by FIFA and the

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION MONITORING
SYSTEM

Local Organising Committee (LOC) for the

A number of measures to promote diver

ments and the ejection of individuals from

World Cup in Russia up against these

sity and to counter discrimination will

the stadium, there is also the anti-discrim

views and reports, the question marks are

make their World Cup bow in 2018. For

ination monitoring system led by the

quickly transformed into the exclamation

FIFA, this will mean extending the proven

experienced organisation, the Fare net-

marks symbolic of a positive and

approach employed at the FIFA Confeder-

work. Discriminatory behaviour at any

welcoming atmosphere.

ations Cup Russia 2017. Its three-stage

game will be identified by specially trained



The 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia™ is just

banners, directly addressing fans at the

match observers and recorded along with

interrupt a match in the event of discrim

evidence in anti-discrimination reports

Cup in Russia reinforces this point. Its

ination and to issue stadium announce-

purpose-produced for FIFA’s Disciplinary

sustainability strategy reads as follows:

ments calling for fans to refrain from

Committee.
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procedure for referees allows them to
FIFA’s network for action for the World

Marc Atkins / Offside





banners of all kinds, stadium announce-

A number of measures to promote diversity and to counter
discrimination will be making their debut at the 2018 FIFA
World Cup Russia™. We look ahead to the upcoming summer.
By the FIFA Sustainability & Diversity Department

This monitoring system has been successfully employed since the qualification
process for the World Cup, during which
177 out of 871 games were monitored.
Quite apart from the penalties issued,
Piara Powar, Executive Director of the Fare
network, sees other positive influences:

THE THREE-STAGE
PROCEDURE FOR REFEREES
ALLOWS THEM TO
INTERRUPT A MATCH IN THE
EVENT OF DISCRIMINATION

Diversity Department is engaged in regular, technical exchanges to continue to
develop anti-discriminatory activities
across Russian football.

TRAINING AND TEACHING MATERIALS
For the first time ever, FIFA employees, LOC
staff, police and stewards, staff at food and

“This has led to increased awareness and
numerous debates both nationally and

available to them to ensure respect for

beverage outlets and volunteers will receive

internationally. We can now see that FIFA’s

diversity and about the measures FIFA has

in-depth training on diversity and anti-dis-

member associations in every confedera-

put in place for the World Cup. FIFA

crimination in addition to basic information.

tion are addressing racism, sexism, homo-

informs fans via its ticketing guide, the

Depending on the target group, this will

phobia and extreme nationalism.”

Stadium Code of Conduct, stadium

include face-to-face training and an e-learn-

FIFA provided all member associations

announcements, information at the

ing process. Referees and other match

with its Good Practice Guide on Diversity

entrances, media releases and in-depth

officials will also receive extensive and

and Anti-Discrimination back in 2015.

online documents. Via Alexey Smertin,

tailor-made briefings, and all participating

Ambassador of the 2018 FIFA World Cup

teams will be appropriately briefed. For the

Ahead of the upcoming World Cup,

Russia and Anti-Discrimination Officer of

first time at a World Cup, a FIFA diversity

participating associations will be advised

the Russian Football Union and his team,

and anti-discrimination manager will be on

to inform their fans about the channels

in particular, the FIFA Sustainability &

hand throughout the tournament to review
FIFA 1904 /
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the measures in place, provide expert

campaign element delivered to over

FIFA has long had direct exchanges with

advice to the FIFA team on individual issues

220,000 visitors, from Krasnoyarsk in

stakeholders and relevant interest groups

and investigate any complaints.

Siberia to Sochi on the Black Sea, and

in the World Cup, be they governmental or

supported the tour slogan “Inclusion

non-governmental organisations. And with

through Sport”.

a special focus on the World Cup, Alexey

Teachers at Russian schools are receiving
detailed teaching material for two age

Smertin and Federico Addiechi, Head of

groups on diversity and anti-discrimina-

ACCESSIBLE STADIUMS

the FIFA Sustainability & Diversity Depart-

tion in connection with the World Cup.

In connection with inclusion, the stadiums

ment, will be offering another platform for

Higher education institutions in the

are also barrier-free, and relevant staff

dialogue at the 4th FIFA Conference for

country are also receiving specially devel-

participate in training modules in this

Equality and Inclusion at the Home of FIFA

oped material for students. This is based

regard. In the Accessibility Working

on 2 March 2018. Addiechi emphasises the

on a school teaching campaign that has

Group, FIFA is constantly working to

strategic approach to diversity and anti-dis-

been running since 2015, which by mid-

identify and address risks that could limit

crimination for the World Cup: “In order to

2017 had already reached over 10,000

accessibility, such as transport options for

work sustainably, offences must be suitably

teaching units at schools, universities and

people with disabilities.

punished, and this must go hand in hand
with preventive communication and

children’s homes and over 200,000
students in Russia, and will continue until

Finally, the activities of FIFA and the LOC

the big kick-off in Moscow. Furthermore,

are topped off by the annual Anti-Discrim-

all 16 Russian stops on the global FIFA

ination Days – scheduled for all the quar-

World Cup Trophy Tour by Coca-Cola in

ter-finals in 2018 – with messages from

2017 featured an anti-discrimination

the participating captains.

educational work.”
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ONE MOMENT

The clouds look ominous
Maybe they will finally bring some welcome rain for Uganda? The 3,000 inmates in Luzira
Upper Prison probably couldn’t care less though as their own league championship is in
full swing. Behind these walls – the most notorious in the land – ten teams do battle while
bearing the names of European clubs such as Liverpool, Everton or Hannover 96. The clubs
have their own shirts, while the league has referees, trophies, sponsors and regulations.
This picture, which was taken by French photographer Frederic Noy, dates back to 2015.
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BETWEEN
TWO WORLDS
An elite football player without a roof over her head:
a contradiction in terms? Despite a record number of
England caps, this was Fara Williams’ life.

Harry Borden/Contour by Getty Images

By Annette Braun
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Collector’s passion Fara Williams has collected every national jersey she has ever worn since she was 17.

EQUALITY AND INCLUSION

Slipping into a national jersey is still a very

converted penalties. But for Williams, the

She remembers how hard being homeless

special moment for Fara Williams, even if

national jersey represents much more

hit her. How does a young woman prepare

she has done it dozens of times now. The

than just a sporting achievement. For a

for something like that? She remembers

most-capped England player has played

long time, it was her lifeline, which she

how she would try and act as mad as

more than 150 games for The Three

focused all her energy on. Although

possible to intimidate people and stop

Lionesses, but every time she steps onto

Williams’ football star is now shining

them from coming close to her. She would

the pitch to play for her country it still feels

brightly, the journey to get here was far

turn as she walked and make loud noises

like the first time; it gives the 34-year-old

from straightforward.

so that people would leave her alone.
How did she manage not to lose sight of

an adrenaline rush and a sense of pride.
She grew up with her mother, her sister
and two brothers, all of them passionate
Chelsea fans. Football has been an important part of Fara Williams’ life ever
since she was little. Watching her favourite
team play was part of her everyday life;

“I WANTED TO REPRESENT
MY COUNTRY AND I WASN’T
GOING TO LET ANYTHING
GET IN THE WAY.”

her future while she was struggling for
survival? “I handled my situation of being
homeless pretty easily,” she says with a bit
of distance. “I had football to focus on. I
wanted to represent my country and I
wasn’t going to let anything get in the
way.”

A PEEK BEHIND THE WALL

But she couldn’t tell her friends and

playing for Chelsea; it was a dream come

Williams was homeless for more than six

team-mates. “I never showed any weak-

true. “It’s still one of the most unforget

years. She was performing at the highest

ness,” she says. The reasons for that were

table moments of my career,” she recalls.

level for her club and national team and

numerous. She was ashamed and she did

It was also the first step towards the

put on a brave face, but she was strug-

not want to be judged because of her

national team, which she would later help

gling with her personal problems. Her

situation. Very few people knew what had

shape.

estrangement from her family meant that

happened to her. But one of them was

she left her home in Battersea, London,

Rachel Brown who she shared a room

when she was 17 years old and made her

with during national team duty. “She was

ation that stands for great success,

own way in the city, sleeping rough here

the most supportive, positive person I

responsibility, spirited matches and

or there come rain or shine.

could have wished for,” enthuses Williams.

Fara Williams and her jersey: a combin
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to school. When she was 12, she started

FIFA via Getty Images, Jon Super, Keystone

just like breakfast in the morning or going

“That which does not kill me makes me stronger”
Fara Williams, most-capped England player, has had her motto tattooed on her forearm.

She has also made up with her mother.

was in but who do not have football to

when she played for the England U-19s,

She says, “She [my mother] always put

hold on to. She wants to carry on helping

who suspected something. She dug a little

others first. She was hard-working and

those people and acting as a role model.

deeper and took Williams to a homeless

juggling many jobs and therefore she was

unit. Something Williams would not have

the best role model I could have had.” The

If Williams had to describe herself and her

had the courage to do alone. While she

worst thing for Williams was being separ

life now, what words would she use? “It

was there, Powell gave her a sleeping bag;

ated from her family for so long, even if

would be loyal and bubbly,” she says,

that gesture made her feel a little bit

she did not respond to their attempts to

proudly looking at her national jerseys

protected.

get in touch with her straight away.

that tell more than just the story of the

“I allowed my stubbornness and inde

time they were worn.





Another was Hope Powell, her coach

In 2004, she moved from Charlton Ath-

pendence to get the better of me. Maybe

letic to Everton, which changed her life.

I could have recovered my life a lot earlier

Mo Marley, the Everton coach, took her

than I did.”

under her wing and got her a job as a
coach. As a result, Williams was able to

Still, all’s well that ends well, at least for

get back on her feet and finally get a

Fara Williams. Her ties to her family are

break in football.

strong again. When she scored against
Switzerland in the 50th minute in a quali-

THIRD PLACE IN THE 2015 WORLD CUP

fier for the 2011 World Cup, it was an

Williams played at the Olympic Games in

opportunity for her to re-establish com-

2012, qualified for the final of the European

munication with her mother who was

Championship with the England team in

celebrating her 50th birthday just a couple

2009 (which they lost 6-2 to Germany)

of days later. Williams found a way to

and came third in the 2015 World Cup.

escape homelessness and managed to

She is England’s top goalscorer in World

return to leading a conventional life. But

Cup matches with five goals and has also

she has not forgotten her time on the

won the League Cup and the FA Women’s

streets, or the fact that there are a lot of

Cup with Everton.

people who are in the same situation she
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EQUALITY AND INCLUSION

ZERO
TOLERANCE FOR DISCRIMINATION
Joyce Cook, FIFA’s Chief Member Associations Officer, talks to
Perikles Monioudis about changing attitudes and stereotypes
and about football shining at its very best.

-

-
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ones – something that others, quite frankly,
often take for granted! Such memories never
fade. That is for me the magic of football.
Football shining at its very best.
You once stated that the World Health
Organization considers more than 20 per
cent of the global population to be disabled,
yet there are very few disabled people in
senior positions. What are the highest
barriers today in this respect?
It is simple really. First, we have to change
attitudes and stereotypes – those are always
the biggest barriers. Employers need to be
more open minded and considerate when
recruiting and they need to be prepared to
make small adjustments to enable people like
me to access the workplace. I’m very proud to
be working at FIFA in a senior administrative
role – I love my job and I believe I add real
value to FIFA and our mission to inclusively
grow football globally. But I wouldn’t have got
this position had I not had an enlightened
Deputy Secretary General who saw my talents
and not my disability when appointing me.
There were certainly those who took no shame
in telling me that I would not be able to cope
-

Joyce, you have been an advocate of equal
ity and inclusion for many years now. Which
project or achievement are you most proud
of?
Joyce Cook: Of course, the headline achieve
ment always stands out for those involved in
equality and inclusion. The (English) Premier
League’s pledge to make its stadiums access
ible back in 2015 was a big moment, as was
the integration of accessible facilities and
services for disabled fans at UEFA and FIFA’s
flagship tournaments. The largest attendance
of disabled people in a public place ever in the
history of Romania, sat alongside fellow fans
at the Europa League final in Bucharest in
2012 – that was special. However, it is the
personal stories that you remember the most
– the middle aged twin brothers from a
remote village in Ukraine who’d rarely left their
apartment before EURO 2012. Daniel, the little
blind boy from Belo Horizonte who made the
best use of the audio descriptive commentary
service provided by the Centre for Access to
Football in Europe and URECE at Brazil 2014,
thanks to a project funded by FIFA. The sheer
joy they each expressed in attending accessible
football matches together with their loved

In love with football
Joyce Cook on the
football turf pitch at the
Home of FIFA in Zurich.

Ben Moreau/FIFA

EQUALITY AND INCLUSION

Fifty per cent of all disabled people have
never participated in leisure or sport activ
ities, you once said. How can everybody help
to drastically reduce that number? And what
does giving a voice to and empowering
those who are marginalised and discrimin
ated against actually mean?
We need to keep equality and inclusion at the
heart of all that we do, be it planning a FIFA
World Cup, running a local tournament,
establishing a new grassroots sporting activity,
building a sporting facility for the local community, or delivering a coaching course. It
should be standard to consider disabled people
and their access when starting any new
activity or building new infrastructure, and my
advice would be to reach out to local disability
NGOs who can best advise you on how to
meet their needs. There are also organisations
such as the Centre for Access to Football in
Europe that can provide guidelines and more
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specialist support and advice. For disabled
people, whether they have a physical, sensory
or intellectual disability, sports venues and
events must be accessible before they can join
in. Administrators and event planners need to
be mindful of the needs of disabled people.
If I go to a football match, I expect to be able
to sit with my friends and family, to have a
clear view of the match and to enjoy the same
level of access and experience as they do.
Creating a disabled-friendly event or venue
need not be expensive and it is always possible
to make reasonable adjustments to existing
structures and services to ensure that disabled
people can take part too. Access and inclusion
must never be an afterthought; it should
be intrinsically woven into the fabric of an
organisation and its people – it needs to
become part of the DNA. That is what we are
aiming to do at FIFA, to grow the game, with
equality and inclusion as our core values. This
will help to ensure that our modern game truly
meets the needs of the richly diverse commu
nity that is football.

three women to the Senior Management
Board, including the first-ever black woman to
be Secretary General, and 20% of the FIFA
Council are women. That’s a great step forward and over the coming few years, we will
ensure still greater diversity across all levels.
Through the FIFA Forward Programme, we will
also support and encourage our member
associations still further to invest in football
development projects locally that also tackle
discrimination and help to ensure still greater
equality and inclusion across our game. The
future is certainly looking bright but our job is
not yet done.

BIO
Joyce Cook took up the role of FIFA
Chief Member Associations Officer on
1 November 2016, overseeing the delivery of FIFA’s investment in football
development through FIFA’s 211 member associations, under the FIFA Forward Programme. Before joining FIFA,
she had already been named as an

Football has the power to include people all
over the world. Yet the challenges from
discrimination at all levels of football are
considerable. What is the best way to tackle
them?
FIFA takes a zero-tolerance position on
discrimination and aims to support initiatives
that help to raise awareness and use football
as a tool for social cohesion. There is always
more to do, and in my experience, real and
lasting change takes time, it takes continued
investment and it takes perseverance. Education naturally plays a critical role. People have
to understand what it means to be truly
inclusive and equal and to own those values.
And the bigots have to realise that they are not
welcome in football. We won’t tolerate racism,
homophobia, sexism, or any other form of
discrimination, whether it be on the pitch, the
training ground, in our stadiums or in our
workplaces. We also have to set and hold fast
to determined targets to change the sporting
landscape. Since 2016, FIFA has appointed


with the pace of the role, or the travel (as a
wheelchair user). They clearly didn’t know me
very well! That said, I couldn’t fulfil some of
my responsibilities without support from
colleagues both at FIFA and at the member
associations who help to ensure I can easily
get around, whether I’m here in Zurich at the
Home of FIFA or on the road visiting one of our
211 members. We also need disabled people
to be much more visible in the workplace and
we need to share their success stories. Young
disabled people need to know that their
dreams can come true – to see a pathway for
their own futures. I didn’t become disabled
until I was almost 40 and sadly, I retreated
from life for two years. It was my love of
football that gave me my confidence and my
life back and the chance to spend 15 wonderful years promoting access and inclusion within
sports. However, I could never have dreamed
back then where it would lead – that in
November 2016, I’d be appointed to the Senior
Management Board at FIFA, to one of the most
senior administrative roles in football, and that
I would be playing an active role in helping to
implement the FIFA reforms!

Officer of the British Empire (OBE) for
her proven record of developing and
delivering far-reaching and sustainable
diversity and inclusion projects at both
national and international levels. In
December 2017, she was named as a
Commander of the British Empire (CBE)
in the Queen’s New Year’s Honours list.
Prior to joining FIFA, she was the
founder and managing director of the
Centre for Access to Football in Europe
(CAFE). During the 2014 World Cup,
she supported FIFA in making the
event more accessible to disabled
people and was involved in the project
that offered audio-descriptive commentary for partially sighted and blind
fans. She has also been a board member at FARE, a director at Women in
Football, and a board member at the
Sports Grounds Safety Authority.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL THROUGH FOOTBALL

The annual FIFA Conference for Equality and Inclusion will take place in Zurich on 2 March 2018.
But what is it all about? We look at how it all began back in 2015.
By Honey Thaljieh

When I was a little girl, I loved kicking a

The journey started with the first conference

football about with the boys in the narrow

in 2015, focusing on one of FIFA’s important

EMPOWERING VOICES, EFFECTING
CHANGE

streets of my hometown, Bethlehem. In the

priorities – women’s football and women in

Looking back, the conference has already

midst of layers of social, political and eco

football governance. We were honoured to

been on an incredible journey, and it has

nomic barriers, football was the only thing

host great female leaders, among them Lydia

been a growing, consistent platform for

that could distract me from the many

Nsekera, who highlighted: “Above all, men

important discussions with great leaders,

challenges and help me overcome many

and women have to work together in their

experts and role models from the world of

walls and restrictions. Football gave me a

efforts to promote women in leadership”.

football, sports and wider society.

feeling of freedom.

The following conference was dedicated to

In keeping with the tradition of tackling

There is a great power that lies in this simple

achieving equality through the process of

current important global issues, this year we

game that so many people on this planet are

reform. Our goal was to identify the neces

have chosen to focus on the topic of integra

so fond of. Football is a universal language

sary tools to counter prejudices. Among our

tion. We will try to provide our contribution

that connects us beyond our cultures, and

guests were legends such as former tennis

from the world of football to alleviate the

beyond our individual and collective strug

player Billie Jean King, who said: “My

global refugee crisis and help create oppor

gles. It creates new avenues and opportun

generation worried about getting us a seat

tunities for refugees and equality in and

ities for those of us less privileged, and

at the table. That’s gone. That doesn’t

through football.

unites us through smiles and our love for the

matter anymore. It’s about having a voice at

This year, we will also be going a step further

game. It is a tool to build bridges of cooper

the table.”

in the evolution of this extraordinary confer

ation, solidarity and hope.

ence: “Pass it on – Hope through football” is

When we started the conference four years

our call to action. We will be calling upon all

ago, the world, just as it is today, was facing

those in football to use the game we love to

many challenges. Today, millions of people

help create new opportunities for people all

are still affected by war, conflict, famine,

around the world, to achieve greater equality

poverty, abuse and natural disasters. Millions

and inclusion in football, and to change lives

of people are still being forcibly displaced

through football.

from their home countries and have to build

When I was a little girl playing football in the

a life in unfamiliar environments. At the

streets back home, little did I know how this

same time, many women and minorities

game would change my life and shape my

around the globe are still struggling to

future forever. Without it, I wouldn’t be

realise their full rights, freedoms and equal

where I am today.

opportunities.

This power of football is what the FIFA

That’s where we believe football can help.
Remembering the days when football
became my secret weapon against diffi

Second conference in 2016: Honey Thaljieh
with tennis legend Billie Jean King (right).

Conference for Equality and Inclusion is all
about. Through this conference, our goal at
FIFA is to cultivate the opportunities made

Last year, with “Making Equality a Reality”,

possible by the game, and to share, discuss,

such opportunities with the world – and that

we put the emphasis on the ever valid

create, cherish and pass them on to new

was the moment the FIFA Conference for

pledge that football is for everyone. We took

generations all around the world.

Equality and Inclusion was born.

the next logical step of moving to action ori
-

-

culties, I realised the importance of sharing

ented agendas and pushing for change on
the ground. Again, we were honoured to
have an impressive line up of diverse voices,

Honey Thaljieh is a Corporate Communica

With this conference, FIFA seeks to create

among them the former captain of the

tions Manager at FIFA, where she founded

platforms for open discussions on the

Afghan women’s national team, Khalida

and leads the annual FIFA Conference for
Equality and Inclusion. Honey was also the

want. Remember, nobody gives you your

co founder of women’s football in Palestine

role of sports in fostering positive social

rights, you have to stand up and get them,”

and the first captain of the Palestinian

impact and a better world.

was her message.

women’s national football team.
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-

Popal. “Make a noise, ask for what you



important topic of equality and inclusion in
and through sports, and to advocate for the

FIFA

-

FIFA’S COMMITMENT TO EQUALITY
AND INCLUSION

EQUALITY AND INCLUSION

Óscar Romero

“I HOPE PEOPLE USE THEIR
INFLUENCE FOR CHANGE”

By setting up a football academy and a village for orphans,
former football star Frédéric Kanouté is now changing the
lives of hundreds of children. “They need love, care and
attention,” he says. “And then they will hopefully grow up
to be strong and confident people with their own dreams.”
By Alan Schweingruber

Frédéric, you are in Dubai these days. What
are you doing there?
Frédéric Kanouté: After I retired, I moved to
Dubai where I set up the Kanouté Football
Academy (“KAFO Academy”). Football is
incredibly popular here but still very much in
development. Furthermore, I really enjoy
working with kids and young people in general
so it was the perfect match for me. We’ve
been operating for four years now, and currently we are training around 200 kids between the ages of five and 15. It has been an
incredibly enriching experience for me with all
of these kids from different backgrounds,
learning and improving massively together.
Can you also tell us a little about Sakina
Children’s Village in Mali? Where did that
idea come from?
The idea came about when I was in the UK in
my early 20s. My education, upbringing,
origins, faith and personal family experience
have certainly influenced the way I see life and
what I want to do with it. When I became a
professional footballer, that certainly added to
the sense of responsibility. After a few trips
back to my father’s country, Mali, I started to
feel the need to do something positive to help
make a change. Whatever I was going to do, I
felt that education as a whole and putting
people and particularly kids first was the only
way to help make a sustainable change.
Frédéric Kanouté, 40
Football is a passion, but it is not
what I am. My life as an individual,
a citizen, a believer carries some
responsibilities towards God and
my fellow human beings.”

What did you know about orphans?
My father grew up as an orphan and I had also
seen many orphans on the streets of Bamako.
Then I looked at the bigger picture and decid-

ed to set up a village for the most vulnerable
children and give them as much support, care
and education as possible. Sakina includes
accommodation with foster mothers, a kindergarten, primary and secondary schools, a skills
training programme and a health centre. The
schools and health centre as well as the other
services are accessible to the surrounding
communities. Last but not least, there is an
agricultural, livestock and trade programme to
help the village become self-sufficient and
sustainable – which is a priority for us.
What do you think is the most important
thing for orphans?
The most important thing is to individually
assess their needs first. There’s no such thing
as “the orphans” as such, because they are all
individuals, human beings with different
stories and experiences, some with traumatic
backgrounds. They need to receive the love,
care and attention that every child is entitled
to. Then they will hopefully grow up to be
strong and confident people with their own
dreams and aspirations, which we’ll try and
help them realise and achieve.
Do the young kids know you?
Yes, they know me and call me “Papa
Kanouté”! They want me to spend time with
them. They often ask me to go and play
football with them in the middle of the village.
How often do you go there?
I visit Mali two or three times a year. Sometimes for work reasons, but even then, I try to
visit the village on every trip.
FIFA 1904 /
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GRASSROOTS

FIFA inspiring girls and boys to play football.
FIFA’s Grassroots programme is the core foundation of our development mission, aimed at encouraging girls and
boys around the world to play and enjoy football without restrictions. Grassroots focuses on the enjoyment of the
game trough small-sided team games, and teaching basic football technique, exercise and fair play.

For more information visit FIFA.com

Sakina Children’s Village, Mali A place where orphans receive love and attention. Founder and former football star Frédéric Kanouté (whose clubs
included Olympique Lyonnais, Tottenham Hotspur, and Sevilla) visits the village in Africa a few times a year (pictured here in 2011).

How many children live in the village?
There are 67 children at Sakina, and the full
capacity is around 150.
Do you also have to refuse requests?
Sakina Village prioritises the most needy
children. But Sakina and the Kanouté Founda
tion work and believe in the butterfly effect so
we want to use our village and the organisa
tion as a platform and incubator from which
new ideas and concepts will emerge, and
hopefully more people will benefit.

KanouteFoundation.com

Do you get support from other football
players?
Yes, for example the Kanouté Foundation and
UNICEF jointly organised the “Champions for
Africa” charity football matches. When I was
in Spain, we organised five annual matches
which many players from European leagues
and around the world happily contributed to.
The success of this event was quite amazing,
both in terms of publicity for the cause and the
funds raised for charity.
What does destiny mean to you?
That I should do my best in this life by putting
my trust in God, and not worry too much
about tomorrow as only He knows the out
come.

How important was your faith in the creation of the foundation?
My faith has been important in every step in
my life, so of course for such an important step
like creating a charity, my faith was the central
inspiration. As I have said in the past, faith is
not only in your heart but also in your hands
– you have to create it with your actions, and
it has to be useful not only to you, but also to
people around you.

use their influence to make positive change.
But generally, that has to be triggered by a
change within yourself first. An awakening.

Taking responsibility has always been
important to you. Why?
I never considered myself solely a footballer,
football is what I do, it is a passion but it is not
what I am. First and foremost, we are individ
uals, and as individuals we have rights, duties
and most importantly responsibilities. My life
as an individual, a citizen, a believer carries
some responsibilities towards God and my
fellow human beings. Football has helped me
tremendously, as a tool, as a facilitator; it has
given me a voice and the opportunity and
means to reach out to more people more
efficiently.

How would you like people to remember you
in 30 years’ time?
As someone who did his best to please His
Lord in spite of all his human shortcomings.
Hopefully, as someone who touched other
people’s lives in a positive way, starting with
my own children and family.

Do you think more famous people should
help underprivileged people?
I don’t like to say what people should or
should not do. But of course, I hope people

What do you think is your purpose in life?
To do my best every day to get close to my
Creator (God) through all the means He gave
me. And as a tribute to the great Muhammad
Ali I quote, “Prepare to meet God”, which is
the bottom line.

www.KanouteFoundation.com
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FIRST LOVE
PLACE Homs, Syria
DATE 16 January 2018
TIME 19:04
PHOTOGRAPHER Hassan Ammar
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PRESIDENT´S MESSAGE

TIME FOR A REVOLUTION IN FOOTBALL’S TRANSFER SYSTEM
As someone tasked
with representing the
most popular sport on
the planet, I spend a
lot of time talking
about the passion that
football generates. It
is, after all, the game’s
most valuable asset;
one that FIFA is entrusted to protect and
preserve. This is all
very clear to me.
Ironically enough,
there is no way to
even think about
safeguarding football’s
romantic, magical
allure without being
very pragmatic about it. Without also treating the game as a business – a gigantic, multi-millionaire business – and accepting that
this, in itself, is not a problem.
What is a problem for me, though, and a rather scandalous one at
that, is that a considerable part of this business has become a
frantic, lawless gold rush. And here it is important, again, to be
objective and clearly identify which are the critical elements to
tackle. It would be easy to voice a populist opinion and simply say:
“transfer fees are too high and footballers are making too much
money”. But I am convinced that this is not where the problem, and
the danger to football’s credibility, lies.



The football industry employs thousands of people, directly and
indirectly, around the world. All sorts of brands are willing to invest
heavily to be associated with the game, as are media companies to
broadcast it. If anyone is to be duly rewarded for keeping this
intricate set of economic wheels in motion, it should be the
protagonists: the players.

Michael Regan / FIFA via Getty Images

Too much money is not the problem; rather it is how unacceptably
frail the system is that is holding it in check. At the very core of this
economic machinery is the transfer market.
The consequences range from harmful to downright nefarious: from
the increasingly wider gap between the richer and the poorer clubs
to the risk of football cementing a reputation of being synonymous
with dubious deals. Not to mention the bloodthirsty rat race to lure
young prospects – children! – to sign for football clubs, which in
many cases has become nothing short of human trafficking.
This situation cannot persist, and I am soundly committed to changing it drastically. The time is ripe for a revolution in football’s transfer
system, and FIFA is the ultimate body responsible for carrying it out
on a global scale. Make no mistake: it is an issue we will not duck,
regardless of how much this may bother some of those who sit at
the very top of the pyramid.

The list of boxes to tick is vast. Football cannot afford to see player
transactions raising eyebrows the world over: transfers must all be
documented in one single, open and transparent manner. The fees
paid to intermediaries, too, must be disclosed and follow a strict set
of regulations. Why do some get a much higher percentage than
others? How much is that percentage? And how did each different
party agree to these conditions? These questions should not exist.
I am more than happy for a club to generate millions of dollars of
income and reinvest them in signing a football player. But only
insofar as these millions are duly accounted for and clearly distributed
between those who have contributed to that situation coming
about, particularly the clubs that originally invested in nurturing a
given player’s talent.
Likewise, we cannot accept that a rich club keeps dozens of players
under contract, several of whom can be on loan to clubs that may
turn out to be their rivals. This is essentially dumping players on the
talent market, not to mention the fact that it undercuts the game’s
credibility.
There must be a limit to the number of players a club is allowed to
keep on its books and, most importantly, there must be a salary cap
in football. Not necessarily an individual one: each club should be
allowed to assess its players’ value and reward them accordingly.
Nevertheless, there must be a limit as to how much a club can
commit to in salaries. It is the only way to ensure that the talent pool
is more evenly spread across the board and that money does not
end up ruling it all, undermining competitiveness and credibility in
the process.
What the transfer system needs, I insist, is a fully fledged revolution.
One that suffuses not only the different stakeholders in football –
the confederations, member associations, leagues, players’ unions
and clubs – but also governments and international political entities.
This is how crucial the matter is.
I am a firm believer in the free market and have no doubt that its
principles must apply to the football market. My pledge is for a
regulatory solution to abide by these principles while also protecting
the game’s integrity and credibility.
A collapse of the whole system is at risk otherwise, and I cannot
think of anyone, however rich or powerful, who is interested in that.

Yours in football,

Gianni Infantino
FIFA President
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FIFA NEWS

INFANTINO IN DAVOS

A NEW DIMENSION IN TRANSFER SPENDING
The latest edition of FIFA’s Global Transfer Market Report offers
an overview of global international transfer activity at profes
sional football clubs around the world throughout 2017. There
-

were even more record breaking football transfer statistics last
year. Spending reached a new high of USD 6.37 billion, 32.7%
more than in 2016; a new record was set with 15,624 inter
national transfers, 6.8% more than in 2016, involving 13,415
players of 181 different nationalities; 15.8% of transfers involved
fees, with the remaining 84.2% free of fees; most of the in
crease in global spending was accounted for by the few at the
-

top: about two thirds (67.4%) of the USD 6.37 billion spent
came from only 50 clubs from 13 member associations. The new
Global Transfer Market Report also offers insights into: geo
graphical club involvement in international transfers; a case

Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, and took the opportunity

study on three fast growing markets: Japan, Czech Republic and

to strengthen the ties between FIFA and other international

Hungary; an analysis of the transfers of South American players

organisations. “This summit in Davos is a fantastic platform for

around the world; and the movement of minor players. The data

sharing our experiences and discussing the changes that we can

published in the Global Transfer Market Report is extracted from

make to the world we live in. This progress – whether techno

the international transfer matching system (ITMS) used by all 211

logical, digital, industrial or philosophical – has an impact on

FIFA member associations around the globe and over 7,000

football, and football, too, has its own role to play,” said the FIFA

professional football clubs for international transfers involving

President. Infantino spoke to Paul Kagame, the President of

professional football players. The FIFA Global Transfer Market

Rwanda and the 2018 Chairperson of the African Union, Canadian

Report is now available for free download at:

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, and Argentinian President Mauricio

www.fifatms.com/data reports/reports/.
-

-

FIFA President Gianni Infantino recently attended the World

Macri, the 2018 President of the G20, about the role of football in
society.

FRANCE 2019 TAKES SHAPE
The match schedule and the date for

FRANCE 2018 MATCH SCHEDULE REVEALED

the Final Draw of the FIFA Women’s

tion completed its tour of the host

schedule. The Stade de la Rabine in Vannes will stage the tourna

cities Grenoble, Le Havre, Lyon,

ment’s opening match on 5 August, and will also host the final

Montpellier, Nice, Paris, Reims,

on 24 August. The competition will be held in four stadiums in all,

Rennes, and Valenciennes. The

France 2018 courtesy of their victory in the Oceania qualifying

(2 and 3 July 2019) and final (7 July

-

on 7 June 2019. The semi finals

-

opening match will be held in Paris

-

with venues in Concarneau, Dinan Léhon and Saint Malo also
staging matches. New Zealand claimed the first available ticket for
competition in July. Spain, Germany, England and the Netherlands

2019) will take place in Lyon. “We’ve worked very closely in

joined them after successfully negotiating the European qualifiers

collaboration with the Local Organising Committee to find the

in August. They will be joined in France by the USA, Mexico,

right balance between the various different elements,” explained

Nigeria, Ghana, Haiti, Brazil and Paraguay. The Final Draw will be

FIFA’s Chief Women’s Football Officer, Sarai Bareman, at the press

held at the Rennes Opera House on 8 March – International

conference in Nice, the final stop on the inspection tour. Shedding

Women’s Day.

more light on the match schedule, she added: “The Women’s
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-

step closer on 17 January, with the announcement of the match

-

revealed recently after a FIFA delega

Adam Scotti PMO/CPM, FIFA via Getty Images

World Cup France 2019™ were both
The FIFA U 20 Women’s World Cup France 2018 also moved a

World Cup is the biggest global event in women’s sport, and it

How in-depth is the course?

took a lot of work to find the best possible balance, which took

We focus on all parts of the body used in football. Infections and

into account the well-being of fans and players, the travel distances

mental health are also key issues, as is prevention – such as player

for the teams, and also broadcasting provisions for television

nutrition or sleeping habits. The course is very in-depth.

viewers.” A date and location for the Final Draw have now been
set. All eyes will be on the Seine Musicale arts centre in Bou-

Is the diploma only suitable for football?

logne-Billancourt, near Paris, on 8 December, when the tourna-

No. Although the topics are aimed at football, the knowledge can

ment will truly come into focus. As things stand, France alone are

also be very useful for other sports.

guaranteed a spot as hosts, with the 23 remaining berths to be
decided by qualifying tournaments within each confederation.

www.fifamedicinediploma.com
Dr Mark Fulcher: member of the FIFA Medical Committee, and
Medical Director of New Zealand Football

“IMMENSE KNOW-HOW”
The FIFA Diploma in Football Medicine, which was launched 18

WORKSHOP IN DOHA

months ago, has been a huge
success. It helps clubs and players to
diagnose and treat injuries and
illnesses correctly. An interview with
Dr Mark Fulcher, the editor-in-chief
of the project.
Mark, what made you think about launching a diploma in
football medicine?
The FIFA Technical Experts’ Workshop 2018 saw 75 FIFA experts

how we could support football clubs and players from a medical

from 45 different countries assemble in Doha recently, the first

perspective. After all, only a few clubs have their own doctor. I ini-

such workshop in five years. The experts had a lot in common,

tially wanted to publish a brochure with the most important

not least the commitment and determination that they have for

information, but I later had the idea about an online diploma.

football and their respective confederations and national associ



Mark Fulcher: Around three years ago, I started thinking about

ations. “We are the people who implement the FIFA philosophy,
Can only doctors get the diploma?

which means that it is really important for us to have information

No, anyone can. The course is free, and you don’t need any

about current initiatives and targets,” explained coach instructor

medical knowledge before you start. There are 42 modules, and

Vanessa Martinez from Mexico. Together with her colleagues, she

at the end, you can print your diploma out at home. We now

was given an overview of the latest FIFA programmes, such as the

have over 35,000 registered users, and it is fantastic to see the

one governing technical expertise, and they were able to have

community grow. We also want to see the users interact with

their say on the development of the game. In addition to women’s

each other.

football and the training of coaches, the workshop also focused

HO, FIFA

on grassroots and youth football, as well as on the technical
advisers and technical directors in the various confederations and

Let us say, for example, that a player injures himself in training.

associations. FIFA Deputy Secretary General (Football) Zvonimir

The doctor treating him can look up information on our home-

Boban was on hand to answer questions from the participants.

page. He can also ask questions online and tap into the know

“It is essential for FIFA to gather these footballing experts togeth-



How will they interact?

ledge of our community. There are nearly 300 registered players

er in one place to talk with them, exchange ideas and to learn

– both male and female – worldwide, and on average, each player

from them,” he said. “We all have a huge shared passion –

will injure him or herself twice a year so you can see that there is

namely football. Only if we use our synergies can we achieve the

a need for medical support.

best we can for the good of the game.”
FIFA 1904 /
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Rank Team

Rank Team

0

1602

57 Burkina Faso

2 Brazil

0

1484

3 Portugal

0

4 Argentina
5 Belgium
6 Spain

0

7 Poland

0

1213

8 Switzerland

0

1190

9 France

0

1183

0

1153

10 Chile

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

+ / – Points

Rank Team

-13

566

113 Turkmenistan

1

292

168 Chad

0

110

58 Korea Republic

1

556

114 Rwanda

2

283

170 Dominica

-2

109

1358

59 Albania

1

553

115 Kyrgyz Republic

1

282

171 St Vincent and the Grenadines

4

104

0

1348

60 Algeria

-3

552

116 Jordan

-3

281

172 Cambodia

0

103

0

1325

61 Russia

1

534

117 Nicaragua

-2

279

173 Singapore

0

102

1231

62 Cape Verde Islands

1

532

118 Sudan

6

276

174 Kuwait

0

100

63 Slovenia

1

529

119 Azerbaijan

-1

275

175 Malaysia

0

99

64 Saudi Arabia

1

522

120 Korea DPR

-1

269

175 St Lucia

0

99

65 Honduras

2

516

121 New Zealand

-1

267

177 Kosovo

1

97

66 Finland

2

510

122 Central African Republic

-1

266

178 Belize

-7

96
94

11 Peru

0

1128

67 Ecuador

1

508

123 Philippines

0

263

179 São Tomé e Príncipe

0

12 Denmark

0

1099

68 China PR

2

504

124 Malawi

0

260

180 Aruba

0

92

13 Colombia

0

1095

69 Mali

2

503

125 Tajikistan

1

255

181 Cuba

0

88

14 Italy

0

1052

70 Guinea

15 Croatia

0

1048

71 Côte d'Ivoire

16 England

0

1047

17 Mexico

0

1034

18 Iceland

2

1017

19 Sweden

-1

996

20 Wales

-1

985

76 Zambia

21 Netherlands

0

952

77 South Africa

-4

485

126 Bahrain

-4

254

182 Liechtenstein

0

86

-10

476

127 Guatemala

1

245

183 Laos

0

82

72 Uzbekistan

5

453

128 Togo

-1

241

184 Bermuda

0

72

73 Palestine

2

449

129 Thailand

0

236

185 Malta

0

66

74 FYR Macedonia

-1

446

130 Comoros

0

235

186 Macau

0

65

75 Syria

1

442

131 Swaziland

1

228

187 Djibouti

0

64

-4

438

132 Latvia

-1

225

188 Bhutan

0

57

1

435

133 Liberia

0

224

189 Mongolia

0

55

22 Uruguay

0

924

78 Uganda

-5

431

134 Chinese Taipei

0

223

190 Brunei Darussalam

0

45

23 Tunisia

0

914

78 United Arab Emirates

0

431

135 Ethiopia

2

221

191 Timor-Leste

0

44

24 USA

1

871

80 Trinidad and Tobago

0

430

136 Kazakhstan

-1

220

192 Seychelles

0

43

25 Costa Rica

2

868

81 Benin

0

427

137 Andorra

-1

215

192 Guam

0

43

26 Northern Ireland

-1

867

82 Lebanon

2

409

138 Equatorial Guinea

3

213

194 American Samoa

0

38

27 Senegal

-3

855

83 Luxembourg

1

407

139 Yemen

-1

212

194 Cook Islands

0

38

28 Slovakia

0

817

83 Curaçao

1

407

140 Antigua and Barbuda

-1

209

194 Samoa

0

38

29 Austria

0

815

85 Iraq

-3

406

141 Angola

1

207

197 Bangladesh

0

33

30 Paraguay

1

812

86 Haiti

1

403

142 Myanmar

-2

203

198 US Virgin Islands

0

26

31 Republic of Ireland

1

798

87 Estonia

1

399

143 Burundi

0

200

199 Montserrat

0

20

31 Scotland

1

798

88 Congo

8

390

144 Hong Kong

0

189

200 Sri Lanka

0

17

33 IR Iran

1

790

89 El Salvador

1

388

145 Lesotho

0

188

201 Turks and Caicos Islands

1

13

34 Serbia

3

784

89 Canada

6

388

146 Tanzania

0

182

201 Cayman Islands

1

13

35 Ukraine

0

781

91 Armenia

-1

383

147 Lithuania

0

179

203 Pakistan

-2

12

36 Australia

0

737

92 Cyprus

0

373

148 Afghanistan

0

176

204 San Marino

0

11

36 Romania

4

737

93 Belarus

0

372

149 Botswana

0

172

205 British Virgin Islands

0

6

38 Turkey

3

735

94 Guinea-Bissau

-11

368

150 Maldives

0

161

206 Anguilla

0

0

39 Congo DR

4

728

95 Gabon

-2

365

151 Solomon Islands

0

152

206 Bahamas

0

0

40 Bulgaria

2

719

96 Faroe Islands

1

364

152 Tahiti

0

149

206 Eritrea

0

0

41 Bosnia and Herzegovina

-3

693

97 Sierra Leone

1

360

153 Barbados

2

148

206 Gibraltar

0

0

42 Morocco

-3

692

98 Israel

1

355

153 South Sudan

0

148

206 Somalia

0

0

-13

683

99 Libya

-10

339

155 New Caledonia

-1

146

206 Tonga

0

0

44 Montenegro

2

681

100 Georgia

4

335

156 Vanuatu

0

141

45 Greece

2

680

101 Oman

0

334

157 Mauritius

0

134

46 Czech Republic

2

677

102 India

0

333

158 Papua New Guinea

0

126

47 Bolivia

2

674

103 Qatar

0

332

159 Grenada

0

125

48 Venezuela

4

656

104 Mauritania

-4

319

160 Indonesia

0

121

49 Hungary

5

630

105 Zimbabwe

1

318

160 Suriname

0

121

50 Jamaica

5

627

106 Kenya

-1

317

160 Dominican Republic

0

121

51 Cameroon

-6

608

107 Mozambique

1

314

163 Gambia

0

120

43 Egypt

46

+ / – Points

1 Germany

52 Nigeria

-1

606

108 Madagascar

1

309

164 Guyana

0

116

53 Panama

0

604

109 Namibia

2

305

165 Nepal

0

114

54 Ghana

-4

596

110 St Kitts and Nevis

0

303

166 Moldova

0

112

55 Japan

1

593

110 Niger

-4

303

166 Puerto Rico

0

112

56 Norway

2

577

112 Vietnam

0

298

168 Fiji

0

110
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A CAREER IN PANINI STICKERS

DIEGO FORLÁN

© PANINI

112 caps for Uruguay
Copa América 2011 winner and 2010 FIFA World Cup™ semi-finalist
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within the FIFA family. You

is whether the number of

suddenly see things that you

participating countries at

might take for granted in a

tournaments should be ex

completely different light

panded. What advantages

when you talk with other

would that bring? Smaller

member associations. That’s a

nations have a better chance

good thing. Women’s and

of qualifying. And the disad

youth football are the main

vantages? The more teams you

issues for Switzerland. There’s

have, the greater the probabil

often the tendency to think of

ity that the quality will suffer.

football as only being about

For a country like Germany, it’s

big games and tournaments,

important that a tournament
does not lose sight of its

Forward Programme, the

That’s why it’s important to

sporting value.”

associations form the basis of

future of youth and women’s

address individual needs. You

the work that world football’s

competitions, the transfer

need to find tailor made

governing body does. At the

system and players’ status

solutions.”

fifth 2017/2018 FIFA Executive

matters. What challenges do

Football Summit in Amster

countries find themselves

dam, representatives from 21

facing and how do they view

FIFA member associations

the regular interaction the

from three confederations

Executive Football Summit

held discussions on the FIFA

offers?

John Krishnadath,
President of the
Surinamese Football
Association

The problem is that there’s a

-

but it’s a lot more than that.
The needs of the FIFA member

Rainer Koch, VicePresident of the
German Football
Association

Yazeen Buhari,
General Secretary of
the Singaporean
Football Association
“Even with all the
differences among
the member associ
ations, we’re all here for the

“The world of foot

same reason: football develop

ball is not uniform,

ment. We can all work together

but rather very

at the FIFA Football Summits.

lot of demand for our grass

different. The diverse interests

In Singapore we’ve made

roots projects, but when the

must therefore all be consid

concerted efforts to drive

girls turn 12 or 13 they stop

ered in order to reach the best

forward the development of

“FIFA offers its

playing. That’s why it’s very

overall outcome for the game.

the women’s game and to

member associations

important for us to support the

Germany’s role at the FIFA

implement the FIFA Forward

terrific development

age categories under 15 years

Football Summits is no differ

Programme. The help we’ve

projects. That shows that they

old and to create opportunities

ent to that of other countries.

received from FIFA in terms of

take the challenges and prob

for these youngsters, so that

Obviously Germany is one of

strategic planning has been

lems we face in our country

even at that time the girls can

the largest FIFA member

very valuable. We’ve still got a

seriously. What we value about

test themselves on an inter

associations and also one of

lot of work ahead of us, but

the Football Summits is that we

national stage.”

the best teams at international

we’ll all benefit in the end.”

now know exactly who is

level, but that does not mean

responsible for a particular

that football needs to be

issue and how we should
proceed in order to receive
support. Women’s football is
something very close to our

Alex Miescher, General
Secretary of the Swiss
Football Association

structured exactly the way we
think it should be. I enjoy
coming here in order to hear
the points of view of other

Rignaal Francisca,
President of the
Curaçao Football
Association

hearts; after all, 50 per cent of

“It’s always

countries and confederations,

“The decisions that

the global population is female.

remarkable to

and to put our point of view

affect the future of

see just how

across at the same time. One

However, in Suriname we only
have six women’s teams so far.
48
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different the points of view are

of the questions that comes up

football are now
made collectively and carried

FIFA via Getty Images

FIFTH FIFA EXECUTIVE FOOTBALL SUMMIT

forward. That’s very import
ant. For us in Curaçao the
principle issue is that of play

TROPHY TOUR
PROMOTES
FOOTBALL

government and the All India

whose playing career included

Football Federation launched

spells in Australia, Hong Kong,

an initiative that became the

Scotland and Romania, took

country’s largest school con

charge of the Pacific Ocean

Kingdom of the Netherlands,

Trophy Tour by

tact programme. Mission XI

side earlier this month after his

so our players can decide if

Coca Cola stopped

Million’s objective was to

appointment in late December.

they want to play for the

off in Papua New Guinea for

promote football in India,

His first competitive task will

Netherlands or for Curaçao.

the first time this year. The visit

improve boundary conditions

be to lead Guam, who have

But even if they only play a

of the most coveted prize in

and widen the national team

been absent from the inter

single minute for the Nether

football offered a fresh boost

talent pool. From December

national arena since November

lands then according to the

for the game in this Oceanian

2016 to October 2017, Mission

2016, at the EAFF E 1 Cham

regulations there’s no going

island state, which in 2016

XI Million used a three stage

pionship preliminary round

back. That affects a lot of our

hosted the FIFA U 20 Women’s

approach to reach its objective

later this year. Speaking to

players and punishes them.

World Cup. The Papua New

to inspire more than 11 million

Radio NZ, the former Brisbane

That’s why we believe it’s a

Guinea FA used the occasion

girls and boys in India to take

Roar stopper revealed that the

matter that needs to be

of the Trophy Tour’s visit to

up the sport. Firstly, school

opportunity to influence all

addressed.”

launch “Road to Qatar 2022”,

teachers and principals who

levels of the game in Guam

a campaign that aims to build

had registered for the pro

had appealed to him. “It’s the

on the experience of the

gramme were trained and

whole programme that we’re

successful staging of the U 20

provided with equipment.

overseeing, which is good

Women’s World Cup to fur

Subsequently, the relevant

because if I’m just coaching the

ther develop both grassroots

football activities were imple

men’s national team there’s

and professional football. John

mented in schools by the

not that many games in the

-

-

-

Norman Darmanin
Demajo, President of
the Malta Football
Association

-

The FIFA World Cup

-

ers’ status. We’re part of the

busy,” said the 37 year old.

and cooperation are

ation, explained: “After hosting

football festivals organised

“So we have the Asian Football

crucial. As a Euro

the FIFA Under 20 Women’s

across the country.

Confederation qualifiers as well

-

-

year and I need to be kept

selected children took part in

-

trained teachers. And lastly,

vice presidents of the associ
-

Wesley Gonjuan, one of the

“Communication

World Cup, the visit of the

with the U 23s coming up next

get the chance to interact at

FIFA World Cup Trophy is

year for the Olympics, and

length with associations from

another highlight in Papua

different confederations. And

New Guinea’s football history.

you can see that the challenges

We believe this event will

we face aren’t too dissimilar.

inspire young footballers

that you get to oversee the

As a smaller nation, the expect

across the country and will

whole programme and get it

ations on us are not as high in

give our football development

up to the level that I would like

sporting terms. I think that

an important boost.”

it to be at.”

-

pean country we don’t often

DODD EXCITED BY
GUAM CHALLENGE

then the junior age groups as
well, so I guess the thing that
really enticed me was the fact

makes our work easier in some
areas. Our focus lies on im
proving infrastructure and
securing financing for all
necessary facilities. In that

MISSION XI MILLION
A SUCCESS

Karl Dodd is relish

regard, the FIFA Forward

ing his first inter

as it gives us an overview of

the U 17 World Cup,

national role, with the Austra

India hosted a FIFA

lian revealing his excitement at

-

Programme is essential for us

Last year, as host of

how much money we have

HO

New Guam boss

VAN MARWIJK NEW
SOCCEROOS COACH
Bert van Marwijk has
been appointed as
the new Australia

available for infrastructure,

competition for the first time.

overseeing a programme

coach. The Dutchman will lead

organising competitions and

As part of the legacy of this

encompassing both senior and

the Socceroos at the 2018 FIFA

women’s football.”

South Asian country, the

junior national teams. Dodd,

World Cup Russia™. Van
FIFA 1904 /
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The best FIFA 18 players from

example, solar energy and

the USA and Canada will

part of the water used is

complete in the eMLS Cup for a

recycled. One of the key aims

chance to make it to the ulti-

Ján Kováčik will

of this new mission is to train

mate event – the FIFA eWorld

serve for another

young talent. In this regard,

Cup Grand Final. Participating

four years as

FEMEXFUT will not only

MLS teams will search for their

President of the Slovak FA

promote competitions, but

champions and recruit them to

after being unanimously

also the training of good

represent them in the inaugural

re-elected. Kováčik’s main

coaches who will then pass

eMLS Cup at the PAX East in

priorities remain the construc-

on the core values of the

Boston from 5 to 8 April 2018.

tion of new stadiums, as well

game to their protégés. “The

“This step forward into com-

as ensuring that football is the

Marwijk takes the helm from

facility, which is undoubtedly

petitive gaming is a key compo-

number one sport in Slovakia.

Ange Postecoglou, who

up there with those of the

nent in our partnership with EA

“I wish to build bridges, not

stepped down in November

best football associations in

Sports to promote deeper

walls,” he emphasised. The

after the 2018 World Cup

the world, boasts five football

involvement and connections

Slovak FA has undertaken

qualifiers. In the group stage,

pitches: three with artificial

between MLS supporters and

various new projects, includ-

Australia will take on France,

surfaces, and two with grass.

millions of FIFA players around

ing the construction of the

Peru and Denmark. “We are

They all meet regulatory

the world,” said MLS Business

Slovak Football Hall of Fame

not going to Russia just to be

standards and each one is

Ventures President and Man

museum.

competitive. I want to win our

equipped with its own dress-

aging Director, Gary Stevenson.

matches,” said the 65-year-old.

ing rooms,” explained Iñigo

Previously, Van Marwijk

Riestra, Director of Inter

coached Saudi Arabia and led

national Affairs. The year

them to World Cup qualifica-

2017 will go down as a key

tion after a 12-year absence. In

milestone in the development

2010, he coached his home

of Mexican football. Following

Davor Šuker has been

Phil Neville has been

country to the World Cup final.

a period of hard work and

re-elected President

appointed as the new

In the Bundesliga, he has

meticulous planning, one of

of the Croatian FA

England women’s

coached Borussia Dortmund

the most significant steps

(HNS). Šuker won his latest

national team manager. The

and Hamburger SV.

forward has been, for ex

mandate at the Croatian

former Manchester United and

ample, the launch of a brand

association’s extraordinary

Everton defender, who suc-

new national women’s foot-

assembly. He enjoyed a distin-

ceeds interim coach Mo

ball tournament, the Liga MX

guished career as a player

Marley, will be tasked with

Femenil.

before taking the helm of

guiding the Three Lionesses to

Croatian football in 2012, and

the FIFA Women’s World Cup

will now serve a new four-year

France 2019™. After calling

term. “I am very excited, we all

time on a playing career that

know how important continu

saw him win six English Pre-

facilities, which





MAJOR LEAGUE
SOCCER JOINS
ESPORTS ELITE

ity is in the world of football,”

mier League titles and one

Major League Soccer

said Šuker, a UEFA Executive

UEFA Champions League with

2016 headquarters and whose

is joining the new

Committee member, during

Manchester United, Neville

pitches were partly funded by

competitive EA

the assembly. “We have

was appointed as assistant

the FIFA Forward Programme,

Sports™ FIFA 18

achieved all major goals set by

coach for the Red Devils and

will now mainly be used for

league, which feeds

the association – the national

then for Valencia. “There’s no

football development. The

directly into the EA

team has reached the World

bigger honour than to be

belong to the new

new facilities cover an area of

SPORTS™ FIFA 18 Global series

Cup and the competition

given the chance to represent

over eight hectares and boast

and the FIFA eWorld Cup™.

system has been improved.”

your own country,” said the
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Getty Images

The FEMEXFUT

THIRD TERM FOR
KOVÁČIK IN
SLOVAKIA

NEVILLE APPOINTED
THREE LIONESSES
HEAD COACH

ŠUKER RE-ELECTED
IN CROATIA



THE MEXICAN FA
(FEMEXFUT) BRINGS
YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT TO
THE FOREFRONT



an ecological design. For

59-year-old. “With the new

in his career, having previously

Great Britain at the Olympic

general support of the public,

coaching team we are putting

managed nine clubs, the latest

Football Tournaments London

and enhance the reputation of

in place, we can help the

being Everton in the Premier

2012. Leading Wales will be

our sport as a whole. There is

players build on their great

League.

Giggs’ first permanent job in

a lot of work ahead of us. It is

progress in recent years. This

management. The Red Devils

a task for our whole football

squad is on the verge of

The KNVB has also extended

legend was in interim charge

family.”

something special and I believe

the contract of Netherlands

at Old Trafford for four games

I can lead them to the next

women’s national team man-

at the end of the 2013/14

level.”

ager Sarina Wiegman by a

season. “I am so proud to

year. The 48-year-old will

have been given the honour

manage the team until after

of managing the national

the 2020 Summer Olympics in

team,“ said Giggs. “The

Tokyo. Her current contract

challenges that we have ahead

ends in mid-2019. Wiegman

of us with the Nations League

led the team to the UEFA

and qualification for UEFA

Women’s EURO title in the

EURO 2020 excite me a great

Netherlands in 2017 with her

deal.”

KOEMAN NAMED
NEW DUTCH
MANAGER



LAHTI ELECTED
FINNISH FA
PRESIDENT

refreshing brand of attacking
football. Following her studies
in the USA, she went on to
play in the top Dutch women’s
league for around a decade
where she was champion
twice and a cup winner.

MALIK TAKES THE
HELM IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC
Martin Malik was
elected President of

The former Netherlands defender Ronald
Koeman has been
appointed as the new

Ari Lahti has been

FA (FAČR) at the

elected President of

association’s extraordinary

the Finnish FA. Lahti,

general meeting in Nymburk.

54, who was elected at the

Malik, 47, is a lifelong football

association‘s extraordinary

national team coach of the

Ryan Giggs has been

enthusiast who has worked as

general assembly, succeeds

Netherlands, signing a four-

appointed as the new

marketing director for SK

Pertti Alaja, who passed away

Wales manager. The

and-a-half-year contract with

Getty Images, Compic/Markku Ojala

RYAN GIGGS TAKES
THE HELM FROM
COLEMAN

the Czech Republic

Slavia Praha and general

last August. He pledged that

the Dutch Football Association

FIFA Club World Cup 2008

manager for STES (a Czech

Finnish football’s development

(KNVB). Koeman’s long-term

winner, who won 64 Wales

football marketing company).

would continue apace. “The

mission will be to guide the

caps between 1991 and 2007,

He is a graduate of the Czech

road will undoubtedly be

Dutch to the 2022 FIFA World

replaces previous boss Chris

University of Finance and has

difficult, but hopefully also

Cup Qatar™ after they failed

Coleman, who left for English

also worked in the film indus-

rewarding,” said Lahti after his

to qualify for the 2018 FIFA

Championship side Sunder-

try. “I would like to express my

election. “When I look back at

World Cup Russia under head

land in November. Giggs, 44,

gratitude for the trust that has

my predecessors, it certainly

coach Dick Advocaat. The

spent his entire playing career

been shown in me,” Malik said

makes me humble,” he added.

Netherlands finished third

at Manchester United, where

after his election. “I feel that

“Being elected the Finnish FA

behind France and Sweden in

he amassed a staggering 34

this is a big responsibility

President is a great honour for

Group A in the 2018 FIFA

trophies, which included 13

towards Czech football. The

me, and I am looking forward

World Cup qualifiers. The

Premier League titles and two

current situation is a great

to starting work at both

54-year-old takes charge of a

UEFA Champions League

opportunity to return to

domestic and international

national team for the first time

crowns. He also captained

sporting success, win the

levels.”
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for its management system. In

RUEDA TAKES
CHARGE OF CHILE

the entity in implementing its

order to achieve this, the

governance, risk and compli-

After failing to

entity demonstrated its effi-

ance programme, launched

qualify for the 2018

ciency in the “administration

three years ago with Ernst &

FIFA World Cup

Young. The programme

ture of Brazilian football

consists of more than 50

Association (FFC) is setting

activities”. This process, which

projects in all areas, and

the course for the future. The

resulted in the ISO 9001, was

84% of them have been

Colombian Reinaldo Rueda is

certified by the Brazilian

completed.

the new La Roja manager.

Association of Technical

“We have come to a satisfac-

Standards (ABNT), a certifica-

tory agreement until the end

tion body accredited by

of the qualification for the

INMETRO, which is recognised

2022 World Cup in Qatar,”

in more than 100 countries.

announced Vice-President

Account was taken of the pro-

Frenchman Sébastien

Andres Fazio. In 2010, Rueda

cesses led by the competitions

Desabre has signed a

led Honduras to the World

division, the registering,

Cup in South Africa, and then

transfer and licensing division

Uganda head coach. He

four years later led Ecuador to

and the refereeing depart-

replaces Serbian Milutin Micho

Brazil. Following their con

ment. With yet another

Sredejović who resigned a few

tinental triumphs in 2015 and

victory, the CBF reaffirms its

months ago and has since

2016 and their FIFA Confeder-

commitment to compliance

signed for South African giants

ations Cup 2017 defeat

and the search for administra-

Orlando Pirates. Desabre was

against Germany (0-1), they

tive excellence, a process

until recently at the helm of

came sixth in the qualifiers

which began in 2015. “With

Egyptian club Ismaily. “Desa-

and failed to secure them-

emphasis on the administra-

bre beat 93 other applicants

selves a place in the World

tion of football in the country,

and he will now supervise all

Cup. This finally led to Juan

the entity is reinforcing its

the national development

Antonio Pizzi stepping down.

avant-garde position among

teams (U-23, U-20 and U-17),

associations on a global

because FUFA’s philosophy is

scale,” said the CBF Executive

to build football from the

Director of Management,

grassroots”, said FUFA Chief

Rogério Caboclo. By obtaining

Executive Edgar Watson.

the certification, the CBF aims

Desabre will be assisted by

to demonstrate its commit-

Mathias Lule, who deputised

The Brazilian FA (CBF)

ment by continuously improv-

for interim trainer Moses

is the only South

ing its management and key

Basena. “I’m glad I am here

American football



and monitoring of the struc-

Russia, the Chilean Football

CBF AWARDED
ISO 9001
CERTIFICATION

DESABRE NAMED
UGANDA COACH

three-year contract as

services for developing Brazil-

and I will try my best to make

association and one of the

ian football. ISO 9001 certifi-

millions of Ugandans happy.

first in the world to be award-

cation is just another way to

Uganda is a great footballing

ed ISO 9001:2015 certification

acknowledge the success of

nation,” said Desabre.
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THEN

1976
COLOGNE, WEST GERMANY

imago

Heinz Flohe of FC Cologne giving an autograph shortly before the start of a
Bundesliga match against Borussia Mönchengladbach (0-3).
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NOW

2017
MOSCOW, RUSSIA

Lukas Schulze / FIFA via Getty Images

Portugal’s Cristiano Ronaldo greeting a child before the match against
Russia at the FIFA Confederations Cup.
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A FIFA LEGEND’S CAREER

19 February 1986
At the age of just 14, Marta boarded a
bus in her home town of Dois Riachos in
south-east Brazil to embark on a 2,000km
journey to Rio de Janeiro. Her goal was to
become a professional footballer, a dream
that she realised at CR Vasco da Gama
and Santa Cruz before moving to Sweden
at 18. Marta’s talent has always been
backed up by determination, as evidenced
by her achievements: she is a World Cup
runner-up, has two Olympic silver medals
and won the FIFA Women’s World Player
of the Year award a staggering five times.
The Brazilian is the only woman to have
her footprints preserved at the legendary
Maracanã stadium – alongside those of
legends such as Pelé, Garrincha and
Ronaldo.

2004
The Republic of Ireland becomes
the first country to ban smoking
in the workplace, including pubs

2004-2008 Umeå IK
UEFA Women’s Cup, four Swedish league titles.
The goal machine and crowd favourite’s star was clearly rising.
Marta was the top scorer of the Swedish league three times
and she played a major role in her team going through the
2015 season unbeaten. The club estimates her market value to
be USD 8 million per year to the Umeå community.

Ilustration: Jorge Lawerta

and restaurants.

2009 Los Angeles Sol and Santos FC
Brazilian league title, Copa Libertadores Femenina.
With the launch of a new American league, Women’s Professional Soccer,
Marta moves to the USA, where she displays her outstanding ball control,
speed and shooting prowess to fine effect. During the summer break, she turns
out for Santos on a three-month contract, which she repeats the following year.

2009
At 828 metres high, the newly erected Burj Khalifa
in Dubai is the world’s tallest skyscraper.

2010-2011 FC Gold Pride, Santos FC
and Western New York Flash
Two WPS titles, Copa Libertadores Femenina.

2012

“I try to live each day and each moment.”

Legendary US singer

2012-2014 Tyresö FF

Aretha Franklin, the

Swedish league title.

“Queen of Soul”,

“I’m just another player for our team, for our group, with

celebrates her 70th

the same objective and the same desire as the rest.”

birthday.

2014-2017 FC Rosengård
Marta makes history in Canada in 2015 when she scores her 15th World Cup goal. She now
considers Sweden to be as much her home as her native Brazil and acquires Swedish
citizenship. “I feel Swedish too and I’m super happy that’s done now,” she says.

2014
Pakistani Malala Yousafzai wins the Nobel Peace Prize at
the age of just 17 – the youngest-ever winner of the prize.

Since 2017 Orlando Pride
Orlando City CEO Alex Leitão on Marta:
“Since the beginning, when we brought the Pride to Orlando,
we always had the intention to bring Marta with us for all the
reasons in the world: for what she brings to the game, her
talent, for all her accomplishments.”

2017
Leonardo da Vinci’s “Salvator Mundi” is sold for
USD 450.3 million, making it the most expensive painting
ever sold. It is put on display in the Louvre Abu Dhabi.
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The Uruguayan striker
Héctor Castro
(bottom, third from right)
accidentally amputated his right
forearm with an electric saw
when he was 13. That didn’t stop
“El manco” (“the Maimed”) from
going on to win three national
league titles (1924, 1933 and
1934) with Montevideo’s Club
Nacional de Football, two Copa
América titles with La Celeste
(1926 and 1935), Olympic gold
(1928) and the 1930 FIFA World
Cup™. He had his fair share of
success as a coach too: also with
Nacional, he won five league
titles (1940, 1941, 1942, 1943
and 1952).
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YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS OUT.
WE’LL HELP YOU
CATCH EVERY MOMENT.

With Visa, the official payment service
of fifa.com, buying your FIFA World Cup™
ticket is only the beginning of the
adventure.* Don’t miss out...

Visa. Everywhere You Want To Be
*Tickets subject to availability. Terms apply.

© Mordillo Foundation. All rights reserved. Licensed by Rubinstein Royalty Management B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands; www.mordillo.com; Illustration provided by Rubinstein Royalty Management B.V., Mordillo Worldwide Licensing, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

MORDILLO
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INNOVATIONS

ACCESSIBLE STADIUMS
Everyone should be able to go to a match: the FIFA World Cup in Russia also wins us over
with access for people with disabilities or reduced mobility
By Annette Braun

As kick-off nears, the two fan bases at either end start to sing

In the last sales phase, nearly 5 million tickets for the matches

louder, the players confidently walk out onto the pitch and the

were ordered by fans from all over the world. Of those 5 million

crowd’s roar ripples through the stadium, and that’s when football’s

tickets, a share has been specially allocated to the following four

magic starts to take hold. Passion for the game unites thousands of

categories:

supporters in the stadium. A game that covers the whole gamut of
emotions; here you are submersed in a charged atmosphere full of

• Wheelchair places

tension, anticipation and hope. Going to the stadium is a way for
supporters to show their ultimate support to their team. It lets them
get up close to the struggle between victory and defeat and feel

• Easy access for people with disabilities, reduced mobility and
people with other conditions

like they are part of a community.
• Easy access for people with guide dogs or people whose
It is often difficult for people with disabilities or reduced mobility or

condition means they need a guide dog, and people who

people who are severely obese to have that stadium experience.

because of their reduced mobility need more leg space

Going up stairs or narrow seating rows makes it even harder for them
to go to the stadium on a regular basis and cheer on their team.

• Special tickets for obese people who have a body-mass index
of 35kg/m² or more

Making stadiums accessible is a big challenge, and FIFA has risen to
With the exception of the “obese” category, ticket holders are

taken for the 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia™. Thus, those con-

given the opportunity to order a free ticket for someone who is

cerned will be able to access the stadiums in a manual or electric

accompanying them so that everyone who loves football can

wheelchair or a mobility scooter.

experience those magic moments this summer.

LOC

it over the years and has done so again; steps have already been

The joy of football accessible to everyone
Tickets for the World Cup in Russia have been set aside especially for people with disabilities and reduced mobility.
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HOW DO YOU GET YOUR FOOTBALL FIX?
Some read about it on their smartphones and others in the newspaper. But when it comes to
football, TV is still the most important source of information for fans worldwide.
By Perikles Monioudis

Any time, any place Camel traders in Daha near Tabuk (Saudi Arabia) take a break after a long day’s work to catch a match on the box.

Many still remember when football matches

pitch of a more technical nature. Neverthe-

alternate between their TV, smartphone

were mainly followed on the radio. People

less, a picture is worth a thousand words.

and radio, for example. Fans also get their

would listen to radio reports at night on

news through text messages (16%).

matches played by their national teams

It is no wonder then that, when it comes to

somewhere else in the world. The reporter

following football, TV – watched worldwide

But friends and family are almost as impor-

would bring the match to the listeners’

– is still the number one source of informa-

tant a source as the TV (35%). Through

homes, providing information about the

tion. In a recent long-term study initiated by

them, you can find out a fair amount and

stadium, the weather, travels and pre-

FIFA, Nielsen Sports confirmed that approxi-

might even hear about a rumour for the

match reports. All that, while he very

mately 35% of football fans worldwide

first time from someone who got it through

professionally reported on the action on the

catch up on their weekly football news

some form of media, or about the injury of

pitch, celebrated and lamented goals and

from TV. Almost as many, that is 30%, get

a player during his final training session, the

conveyed the atmosphere at the stadium.

their news from their computers or laptops.

previous night’s dream goal that you unfor-

Where do things stand, however, in the

tunately missed, and so on...

Then the TV was invented and everything

digital age with smartphones and tablets?

changed. Particularly our habits as football

27% use their smartphones and 25% their

Moral of the story: football, as the study

fans. Matches were then broadcast on the

tablets. That is roughly equivalent to the

proves, is in the hands of the fans. You are

screen, which meant that information

proportion of people who use the printed

and will always be football’s most impor-

which was not directly related to the match

press (27%) and the radio (24%).

tant source of information.

Reuters

no longer had the same value. While his
duty to report on the game became easier,

You may have noticed that this does not

the reporter also became a commentator.

add up to 100%. That’s because fans don’t

Today he commentates on events on the

necessarily only use one medium. They may
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